ECFA ECR Meeting
Environment & sustainability Report

E. Graverini on behalf of the WG

Working group report
Meeting held on Monday 4 November. ~40 attendees.
All agreeing with each other and constructing on each
other’s ideas. :)
This is a summary of the discussion that happened during
and after the meeting.
Disclaimers:
●
●

summary largely centred about CERN point of
view, but concepts are general to the ﬁeld.
little information. Many ideas. Inputs welcome!

Reminder:
general whiteboard for comments

LINK to WG Google Doc

1. Key issues
We discussed three main viewpoints about the
sustainability of particle physics research and its
inherent environmental impact.

➔

Technical aspects
Equipment, computing resources, experiment
operation, optimization of resources.

➔

Financial aspects
This can be a bit costly. How do we ﬁnance
sustainability?

➔

Social aspects & awareness
Conferences and ﬂights. Small actions with
little impact still required to raise awareness.

What is the impact on the
environment of
particle physics
research?
Numbers

CERN = 1.3 TWh/year
LHC ≃ ½ CERN
CERN data centre = 36
GWh/year
12’500 CERN users
??? ﬂights to/from CERN
and other laboratories...

Instrumentation

●
●

●
●
●
●

Physics Brieﬁng Book lacking...
Attention so far mostly focussed on energy
efﬁciency of equipment
○ should also carry out detailed studies
of the environmental impact of
construction, disposal

ECFA sustainability WG: include the power production into the project as a whole (e.g. a power plant
based on renewable sources to power our accelerator)?
civil engineering has large carbon footprint too (concrete industry: ~8% worldwide)
redesign experiment to avoid use/waste of gases with high Greenhouse Warming Potential
improve acceleration technologies (see e.g. ERL talk here)

Operation
●

●
●

●

Latest public ﬁgure of CERN power consumption: 1.3 TW/year
○ LHC makes up about 53%
○ the whole accelerator complex makes up 90% of this ﬁgure
Big labs such as CERN should leverage their high energy consumption to negotiate with the
companies providing them energy. E.g. to get fed only by renewable energy sources.
Any investment aimed at lowering energy consumption, resource usage, computing resources usage,
or aimed at mitigating the environmental impact of instrumentation/facility construction and
disposing, will have a ﬁnancial return in a number of years. CERN will proﬁt from long term savings
after investing in energy efﬁciency
If CERN and other physics labs invested in research for renewable energy and sustainability, could
potentially become global leaders in the ﬁeld.
○ It would positively affect the rest of society as well.
○ Diverse investment that would lead to bigger budget for physics eventually.
○ Positive attitude toward physics from the public. Could lead to favourable political decisions.

Computing
●
●

●

Commercial cloud computing makes up about 2% of carbon emissions, worldwide
At CERN this is minor with respect to accelerator operation
○ but do not forget there are several Grid sites all across the globe
○ servers / storage systems consume power
○ ...and need to be cooled
Relatively easy gains are possible!
○ e.g.: the Green IT cube at GSI
○ economically worth to R&D in this sense
○ immediate returns for society = funding
○ rethink our computing needs in terms
of “sustainable computing”

Flights to/from CERN, conferences
●
●
●

Air travel amounts to ~2% of worldwide carbon emission
Conference software and/or VR inadequate, HEP could take the lead in developing these
○ like with the WWW!
Would institutes/researchers mind paying journeys a bit more in order to offset CO2 footprint?
○ e.g. LHR <-> GVA = 400kg CO2 = 1 tree’s lifetime = 1-10€ to plant. See link1, link2

ECR challenges
●

●
●
●

number of conferences = visibility of young researcher = requirement in hiring process
○ leads to unsustainable and unnecessary number of journeys
○ discriminates against ECRs with family or local commitments
○ biases towards groups with larger travel budget
job market highly competitive → ECRs prioritize career prospects over environmental concerns
taking a strong position can restrict career possibilities
does one need to be 100% present at CERN to take on a leadership / responsibility position?

How can we
improve?

Environmental impact of research centres
●

●

●
●

Request that new projects / upgrades provide an analysis of environmental impact.
Define objectives to mandatorily meet as a requirement for approval.
○ Requirements should be ambitious, not only in line with the IPCC.
○ CERN (or the hosting institute proposed for the experiment) should create a
permanent committee to define and enforce such requirements.
○ Evaluate the climate commitment of the countries where new projects are hosted
Carbon free by 2030? CERN, as a leading research centre, should have as an ambitious
vision as possible. If there is any entity that can take a lead in changing the way we do
things, it is CERN. Attract professional figures that will make these goals achievable.
○ E.g.: servers / instrumentation produce a lot of heat. Attract thermodynamics
engineers that will find out what to do with all the extra heat.
Request that global goals are set as part of the European Strategy.
Move towards renewable sources for electrical power consumption.
○ e.g. CERN needs to at least complement nuclear power from French plants

Outreach / society aspects
●

●

the Lab’s public image will greatly proﬁt from implementing an ambitious strategy for
sustainability. It will in fact suffer from not doing it.
○ can expect increased research quality and ﬁnancial returns from engaging in
multidisciplinary studies aimed at sustainability.
○ use leverage to put (green) pressure on member states and service providers.
Small actions are still important!
○ limited direct impact, but large induced impact from raising awareness
○ e.g.: replace / reduce climatization by adding vegetation on labs / ofﬁces roofs
○ e.g.: add solar panels
○ e.g.: hold conferences in places reachable by train by most attendees
○ e.g.: reserve budget to offset uneliminable carbon emissions
○ e.g.: promote biking (more! Need to make sure of the biker’s safety)
○ e.g.: greener mensas (improve veg options), information/ training events, clubs
○ e.g.: deals with local public transport (many such deals already in place at universities)
○ e.g.: rental electric cars only, and add electric car charging stations

Examples: waste heat recovery
Waste Heat Recycling at Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI)
● Using waste heat sources above 50°C, e.g. HIPA HF, SwissFEL, He-Compressors etc.
○ Refuna: remote heating network, gets heat from nearby nuclear power plant.
● In 2018, ~60% of the heat provided by waste heat recovery, 40% by Refuna.
● Project initiated in 2010 with investments below 4 MCHF. Break-even after 10 years in 2021.
Savings of O(450 kCHF) annually thereafter, assuming current prices.
● Future Plans: include waste heat below 50°C, e.g. SLS2.0, computing. Cover ~90% needs.
Heat up Ferney-Voltaire using LHCb’s waste heat
● agreement signed between CERN and French authorities. Start operation in 2022
● waste warmed up cooling water (30°C) from P8 will be used to heat a new residential area in F-V.
● can do the same at P2 (Saint Genis Pouilly), P5 (Cessy), P1 (CERN Meyrin site).

Wasted heat can be recovered and reused. Additional wasted heat can be partially
converted into electricity via stirling engine systems.

Our
recommendations

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

CERN to take a lead in switching to sustainable research.
Set and respect goals more ambitious than the IPCC ones.
Projects requested to evaluate environmental impact and
work on their sustainability.
Sustainability as a requirement for approval; threshold
studied by dedicated committee.
Transform resource intake: switch to renewable energy,
invest in low-power technologies, reuse waste heat etc.
Develop videoconferencing and demote air travel.
Raise awareness in the community.
……
…...

Your input welcome! :)

Backup slides

Examples
Waste Heat Recycling at Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI)
● Using waste heat sources providing temperatures above 50°C
e.g. HIPA HF (1.5 MW), SwissFEL(0.6 MW), He-Compressors (0.3 MW) and many more
○ Example HIPA HF: 4 MW electrical power in, 1.5 MW beam, 1.5 MW heat recovered, 1
MW elsewhere. (Note: HIPA uses 12 MW in total)
● In 2018, roughly 60 % of the heat needed were provided by waste heat recovery, 40 %
provided by Refuna. Need Refuna in winter, when HIPA is shut down.
● Project initiated in 2010 with investments below 4 MCHF. Break-Even after 10 years in
2021. Savings of O(450 kCHF) annually thereafter, assuming current low prices.
● Future Plans: Include waste heat below 50 °C. (e.g. SLS2.0 (1.5 MW), Computing (0.5 MW).
Cover O(90%) of heating needs. To be considered once Beznau (nuclear power plant around
the corner) is switched off and heat gets more expensive.
Waste heat recovery from accelerators is done economically at PSI. CERN and other
institutes should do at least as much and develop a system including waste heat of
lower temperatures.

Varia
●

See AIDA presentation on gas for RPC systems
https://indico.cern.ch/event/863154/contributions/3637353/attachments/1943925/3224784
/EOI56-presentation_13_11_2019_v3.pdf

●
●

IPCC reports: https://www.ipcc.ch/reports/
IPCC pathways to <= 1.5°C warming:
https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2019/02/SR15_Chapter2_Low_Res.pdf

